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NOT EVERY MINIMAL HAUSDORFF SPACE IS e-COMPACT

R. M. STEPHENSON, JR.

ABSTRACT.  A topological space   X  is said to be   e-compact with respect

to a dense subset  D  provided either of the following equivalent conditions

is satisfied: (i)  every open cover of X has a finite subcollection which cov-

ers D; (ii) every ulrrafilter on D  converges to a point of X.   If there exists

a dense subset with respect to which a space  X  is  e-compact, then X  is

called  e-compact.

Two problems recently raised by S. H. Hechler are the following,  (a)

Is every minimal Hausdorff space  e-compact?  (b)  If there exists a Haus-

dorff space which is  e-compact with respect to a space D, must  D  be com-

pletely regular?  The main purpose of this paper is to provide a negative an-

swer to (a)  and to present some results which the author hopes will be of use

in the solution to (b).  These results can also be used to obtain a construc-

tion of  fiX for certain completely regular Hausdorff spaces X.

1.  Introduction.  A Hausdorff space  X is said to be absolutely closed

(e.g., see [BPS, p. 97])  if any of the following equivalent conditions holds:

(i) for every open cover   U of X, there is a finite subcollection J  of   U such

that X = (Uj)~; (ii) for every open filter base b  on X, the adherence of y,

||{G|G eyi, is nonempty;   (iii)  X is a closed subspace of every Hausdorff

space in which it can be embedded.

A Hausdorff space on which there exists no strictly weaker Hausdorff

topology is called minimal Hausdorff.  In [K] Katetov proved that a Hausdorff

space is minimal Hausdorff if and only if it is absolutely closed and semi-

regular.  (A space  X is called semiregular provided that the topology which

has the family of regular open subsets of  X as a base is the same as the

given topology; a subset   V of  X is regular open if  V = Int(Cl V).)

In [H] Hechler proved that a Hausdorff space   X is   e-compact with re-

spect to a dense subset  D  if and only if  X is absolutely closed and has the

following property: for each point p £ X and open neighborhood  V  of p  there

exists an open neighborhood  W of p such that  WnD C Vt~)D.   Using the

denseness of D, one can restate this result as follows.

Theorem 1.1 (S. H. Hechler).  Let X be a Hausdorff space and D a

dense subset of X.   The following are equivalent.
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(i)  X  is  e-compact with respect to  D.

(ii)  X  is absolutely closed, and for every point p  of X, the space

D <j\p\ is regular.

The next theorem gives a relationship between minimal Hausdorff

spaces and e-compact spaces.

We recall that a space is said to be Urysohn if every pair of distinct

points have disjoint closed neighborhoods.

Theorem L2.  Let X  be a semiregular Hausdorff space and D a dense

subset of X.   The following are equivalent.

(i)  X  is  e-compact with respect to  D.

(ii)  X  is absolutely closed, and for every pair of points p, q of X, the

space Du\p, q\ is Urysohn.

Proof,  (i) implies (ii).  If (i) holds, then, clearly, for any compact sub-

set  K of  X, the space  X is   e-compact with respect to  D U K.   Thus by

Theorem 1.1, X is absolutely closed, and the space  Dij\p, q\ is regular

and hence Urysohn.

(ii) implies (i). Let   U be an ultrafilter on D.  We will prove that   Ii

converges to a point of  X.

Let 9 = [P C X|P is open and PnD £ Uj. Since 9\D C ll, it suffices

for us to prove that J converges to a point of X. Now on a minimal Haus-

dorff space it is known [Bo] that any open filter base with at most one ad-

herent point is convergent.  Let us then show that J has at most one adherent point.

Choose any two points  p, q £ X, and select open neighborhoods   V and

W of p and  q so that for  E = DU \p, q\, the sets   K = C1E(V t~)E)  and  L =

ClE(WoF)  are disjoint.  Because   U  is an ultrafilter, exactly one of the sets

KnD, L nD, and  DX\(KuL) must belong to ll.  If D\(KuL) e U  and   T is

any open subset of  X  such that  TC\ D = D\(K uL), then  T £ J   and it fol-

lows from the denseness of D that T C\V = 0 = T HW, so that neither p

nor q is in   (]{P|P £ J \. Similarly, if KC\D £ u and S is an open subset

of  X  such that  St~) D = D\L, then   S £ J   and S nW = 0 , so that  q is not

an adherent point of J.

Remark 1.3.  The following space shows that condition (ii)  of Theorem

1.2 is not equivalent with condition  (ii) of Theorem 1.1.

Let  / = [0, l]  and let J   be the  weakest topology on  / which contains

Qn/  and the usual open subsets of  /.   Then for D = I, condition (ii)  of

Theorem 1.2 is satisfied, but (it is well known and easy to prove that) the

space (/, J ) is absolutely closed and not compact, so (/, J)  is not  e-com-

pact with respect to  D.

2.  A non-e-compact minimal Hausdorff spaceo  In order to present the

main example, we will use the following result (obtained in [Ba]) and notation.
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Construction 2.1.   Let  X  be a semiregular Hausdorff space.   A filter

base J   on  X  is said to be a maximal semiregular filter on  X  if J  is a max-

imal family of nonempty regular open subsets of X such that whenever

F £J   and G £J   then  FflC £ J.   Let T(X) = {j |j   is a maximal semiregu-

lar filter on X having empty adherence\, and for a regular open subset  V of

X, let   V* = V\j{J eT(X)|V £^\.   We will denote by B(X)  the set  XuT(X),

with the topology which has as a base {V  \V  is a regular open subset of X\.

Then X is a dense subspace of B(X)  and B(X)  is a minimal Hausdorff space

[Ba].

Theorem 2.2„  Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space such that for

each point p  of X  there is a regular open subset of X having p  as a   bound-

ary point.   Suppose also that there exist an infinite cardinal A  and a one-to-

one listing  {W  \a £ A\ of the members of a pairwise disjoint family of non-

empty open subsets of X such that for each point p £ X there exists b £ A

with p lti\J\Wa\b<a\)-.

Then the Banaschewski minimal Hausdorff completion B(X) of X fails

to be e-compact.

Proof.  Since  X is a dense locally compact subset of the Hausdorff

space  B(X), X must also be open in  B(X).  Thus for any dense subset  B of

B(X), FnX is dense in B(X), and obviously if B(X) is  e-compact with re-

spect to F, then it is also  e-compact with respect to FnX.  Let us then

consider an arbitrary dense subset D  of  X and prove that  B(X)  is not  e-

compact with respect to  D.

For each a £ A choose a point d   £ D DW    and a regular open subset

Va of X with  da £iClxVa)\Va and with   Va C Intx(ClxWa) (if  R is a reg-

ular open subset of  X having d    as a boundary point, take   V    = RC\

lntxiClxWa)).  Let  / = ia^la e A\ and  L  be the family of all open subsets

V of  X  such that  I CV C \J{Wja e A\.  For each   b £ A  and   V £ C, define

S{b. V) = Intx(Clx(V n (U IV J b < a|))).

Let S=|S(i.  V)\b £ A and  V £ C|.

By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal semiregular filter ll on  X

such that  oC U.  By hypothesis for any point p £ X there exists   b £ A  for

which    p 4 Clxi\J{W Jb < a\),   and  from this  it follows  that p   4

ClxSib, UiWja £A\). Thus

niClxl/| U ell! cDiClx5|5' ecS!=0,

so II £ T(X).

We will complete the proof that B(X) is not e-compact with respect to

D by showing that in the space  F = D uiUi, the point ll is not in the closed

set  C = Clg/, but   U and  C are not contained in disjoint open sets.
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In order to show that   II 4 C, it suffices to prove that the set  S =

Intx(Clx(\J\Va\a £ A\)) satisfies  S ni = 0 , tot from the relations  I CDC

X and  S e v C II, it follows that the basic open set  S    satisfies  11 e S*  and

s* n / = s n /.

Consider an arbitrary point  d,.   If d,   e S then there must exist an open

subset  T of X with db £ T C Clx(\J\Va\a e A}). Since

Clx(UiVjzz e A!) = ClxVfc U Clx(UiVj«^M)

and  Wfc is an open subset of X such that  Wfcn(U[VJzz 4 b\) = 0, it fol-

lows that   W, CiT is an open neighborhood of d,   in  X which is contained

in ClxVfc.   Thus db e Intx(Clx V b) = Vb, in contradiction of the fact that

db is a boundary point of  V,.   Therefore, z/,   cannot be in  S, and  S(~) I -0.

Suppose next that /, K ate arbitrary open subsets of F  such that I C J

and ll £ K.   We wish to prove that  ]C\ K 4 0.

There exist sets   V £ C  and   U C X  such that   V O E C J  and 11 £ U* n

£CK.   Then Intx(ClxV) ell and  U £ ll, so  LT,Intx(ClxV) 4 0 . Since  (7

is an open subset of X, it must also be the case that  U PiV 4 0-  Thus

04 U   O VO EC/nfC, and that completes the proof.

If X  is a topological space in which each point has a neighborhood

base that is totally ordered by the inclusion relation, then each nonisolated

point p  of  X  is a boundary point of some regular open subset  R of X.

(For one can find a neighborhood base   A  for p  well ordered by reverse in-

clusion and a smallest cardinal   C  for which there exists a cofinal subset

3H  of (K, D)  with   C = card m; then if  [M   \c £ C\ is a one-to-one listing of

the members of .11, one can use the minimality of  C to find a family

[Wjc £ C\ C 1  such that for all  c, d £ C, (1)  c < d if and only if   Wc D Wrf,

and (2) if  c < d then  W , C M  .   Next, since every cofinal subset of  C has

cardinality   C, one can find a family of pairwise disjoint nonempty open

sets  \V   \c £ C\ such that each   V    Clf  ; then for any  B C C such that  B

and  C\B  ate cofinal in C, it suffices to take R = Intx(Clx( |JiV/c.|c e B\)).)

Thus it follows from Theorem 2.2 that B(X) fails to be e-compact for a

space  X  such as the long line or, say , any noncompact, locally compact,

metrizable space without isolated points.

In case the set  / of isolated points of a space  X is dense in  X, then

obviously by Theorem 1.1 any absolutely closed extension space of  X is

e-compact (with respect to  /).   Likewise, if no point of  X has a compact

neighborhood, then one can use Theorem 1.2 and the equation  C1B,X.V    =

ClxVu V    to prove that B(X) is  e-compact with respect to the dense sub-

set  B(X)\X.

3.  e-compactifiable spaces.  A topological space D is called  e-com-

pactifiable if there exists a Hausdorff space  X which is  e-compact with re-
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spect to  D, and any Hausdorff space which is  e-compact with respect to  D

is said to be an e-compactification of D.  In [H] Hechler asked if every e-

compactifiable space is completely regular, and he proved that the topologi-

cal property   e-compactifiable is productive and hereditary.  A proof was al-

so given that if a space  X is   e-compact with respect to a set D  and if /

is a continuous mapping of  X into a Hausdorff space, then the space /(X)

is an  e-compactification of fiD).

While the author does not know the answer to the above question of

Hechler, it is shown in this section that every  e-compactifiable space  X has

a maximum  e-compactification  zM(X) which behaves much like the Stone-

Cech compactification of a completely regular Hausdorff space.   Further-

more, a close relationship between M(X) and /3X is established for certain

completely regular Hausdorff spaces  X.

The following terminology (due to B. Banaschewski) will be used. If a

space  X is a dense subspace of a space  K (in which case   K is called an

extension space of X), then for each point p £ K \X, Lip) = iVn X| V is an

open neighborhood of p in  K\ is called the trace filter of p on X.   The

family T  of all trace filters   on  X  of points of  K\X is said to be the fil-

ter trace of K on  X, and  K is called the simple extension of X with filter

trace T  if: for every subset  V of  K, V is open if and only if (a)  VC\X is

open in X, and (b) p £ v\x implies    Vn X e C(p).

An ultrafilter   U on a subspace  X of some space will be called a non-

convergent ultrafilter on  X provided that   ll has no adherent point in  X.

Construction 3.1.  Let X be an  e-compactifiable space and let K(X)

be the family of all  e-compactifications of X.   For each   K £ 3v(X), let

T(K)  be the filter trace of K on  X.   Next, for each nonconvergent ultrafil-

ter ll  on  X, define E(1l) = j? e T(K)|K £ K(X)  and 5 C ll!, and denote by

piu)  the family of all open subsets   V of X such that for some finite sub-

set A  of  L)E(U), V D flA.   Let T= {p(Cll|'ll  is a   nonconvergent ultrafilter

on Xj.   We will denote by M(X)  the set  XuT, topologized so that zM(X)  z's

the simple extension of X with filter trace T.

Theorem 3.2.  Let X be an e-compactifiable space.   Then the following

hold.

(i) /M(X)  z's an e-compactification of X.

(ii)  For every  e-compactification  K of X, there exists a continuous

mapping f: M(X) —>K such that f\X = i, the identity on X.

(iii)  Each point p £ M(X)\X is a prime open filter, i.e., if A and B

are disjoint open subsets of X with AuB £ p, then either A e p or B £ p.

Proof,  (i)  To see that M(X) is Hausdorff, consider two points  x, y £

M(X).  If both  x and y  are in the open set  X, then they have disjoint neigh-
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borhoods in X and hence also in M(X). If x £ X and y = p(U), choose any

L e Jv(X) and point I el  to which   11 converges, and note that because L

is Hausdorff, there are disjoint open subsets   W  and  V of L   such that x e

W and t £ V.   Then  VnX e />(H), so  WnX and (Vn X) ulp(U)} are disjoint

neighborhoods of x and y in M(X).  In case x = p(U) and y = p((j), then

since  x 4 y, there must exist  K e K(X)  and J,§ e T(r<)  such that 5" C ll,

SCO, and A 4 3-  Appealing to the fact that  K is Hausdorff, one can

choose disjoint sets F £J  and G € §.  Then F e p(U) and G e p(C), and

Fuip(U)l and Guip(C)} are disjoint neighborhoods of x and y.

By construction each nonconvergent ultrafilter  ll on X converges to

the point p( u), so M(X) is  e-compact with respect to X.

(ii) Let K £ 3v(X).  For each x e X set f(x) = x, and for a nonconver-

gent ultrafilter   U on  X, choose a point y £ K \X to which   U converges

and define  f(p(u)) = y.   Then /|X = z, and it is easy to see that  /: M(X) —> K

is continuous.

(iii) Let  A,, /4.  be disjoint nonempty open subsets of  X  with  A.U

A2 e /y(U), and suppose that for z = 1, 2, A. n (7 ^ 0  for every  U e p(U).

Then q(A.) = {V)V is an open subset of X and  V D A. nU for some  U £

p(U)\, z = 1  or i = 2, is an open filter base on  X.  Let K = \q(Al), q(AA\\j

M(X) \[p(U)!, topologized so that it is the simple extension of X with filter

trace  \q(Al), q(A2)\\jT\{p(U)\.  The resulting space  K is Hausdorff, and

for every nonconvergent ultrafilter L> on X, either p(U) 4 p(u>) and 0 con-

verges to  £>(U), or U converges to one of the points  q(A .).  Thus  K e X(X),

so by (ii)  there exists a continuous mapping /: M(X)—>K with  f\X = z.

Since  M(X)\[p(U)j = Kxjz^Aj), q(A2)\, it must also be true that for each

p(L>) 4 p(u), one has f(p(L)) = p(L>).  On the other hand, since every Haus-

dorff continuous image of an absolutely closed space is absolutely closed,

f(M(X)) must be a closed subset of  K, so that f(M(X)) = K.   Thus  f(p(W)) =

q(A .), i = 1   and  z = 2, which is impossible.

Therefore, there must exist a set  U £ p( U)  such that, say, A , O U = 0 .

Then  A     contains a member of p(u), namely (A.uA  )C\U, and hence

A2 ep(U).

In the next theorem a relationship is established between M(X) and

/3X  for certain completely regular Hausdorff spaces  X.   First a definition

and two lemmas are needed.

A filter base C  of open subsets of a space  X will be called complete-

ly regular provided that: (a)  if  W is any open subset of  X containing a

member of C, then  W £ C; and  (b) for each   U £ C there exist  V £ (-  and a

continuous mapping /: X —»[0, l] such that / vanishes on V and equals 1 on X\ll.

Some known properties of completely regular filters that we will use

are listed in the next lemma.
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Lemma 3.3.  On a topological space X the following hold.

(i) // J   and \j  are distinct maximal completely regular filters, then

there exist F e J   and G £ §  with  FdG = 0.

(ii) // J   is a completely regular filter and   U is an ultrafilter contain-

ing 3", then there exists A C § C ll  such that y  is a maximal completely

regular filter.

(iii)  Let J   be a maximal completely regular filter, and suppose that  U,

V are open sets for which there is a continuous mapping f: X—> [0, l] such

that f vanishes on  V and equals   I  on X\U.   Then either U £ J  or there

is a set F e J   with  Vn F = 0.

The proof is straightforward.

Lemma 3«40  Let  X be a Hausdorff space.   The following are equivalent.

(i)  // T  z's the family of all filter bases J  on X such that \\ J - 0

and J   is a maximal completely regular filter on  X, then there exists an

e-compactification  K of X  whose filter trace on X  is T.

(ii)   There exists an  e-compactification of X  each of whose trace fil-

ters is completely regular.

Proof, (i) implies (ii) is obvious. To establish (ii) implies (i), let

K = XijT, topologized so that  K is the simple extension of X with filter

trace T.  Then it follows easily from  (i)  and (ii) of Lemma 3.3 and (ii)

above that  K is an  e-compactification of X.

Notation.   We will denote by  szM(X) the space which has the same points

as those of M(X) and whose topology has as a base the family of all regu-

lar open subsets of the space  M(X).   A direct argument (which is a special

case of a result in [Ba])  shows that  s/M(X) is a strict extension of X, i.e.,

if  V    = Vu {p\V £ p\, then  {V  \V is an open subset of  X\ is a base for the

topology on  sMiX).

A space  X will be called completely Hausdorff provided that for every

pair of distinct points  x, y of  X there is a continuous mapping f:X—>R

with fix) 4 fiy).

Theorem 3.5.  Let X be an e-compactifiable space.   The following are

equivalent.

ii) /3X exists and f3X = szM(X).

(ii) szM(X)  is compact.

(iii)  M(X) z's a Urysohn space.

(iv)   X   is completely Hausdorff, and each member of the filter trace of

zM(X) z's completely regular.

iv) X  is completely Hausdorff and has the following property: for every

ultrafilter  U on X, e-compactification K of X, and element ? of the filter
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trace of K, if J C ll  then there is a completely regular filter (_ on  X with

JcCcll.

Proof.  Obviously (i) implies  (ii).

(ii)  implies  (i).  If (ii) holds, then  sMiX) is a compactification of  X,

and so there exists a continuous mapping  g: f$X—>s/M(X)  such that g|X = i.

Since by  (ii) of Theorem 3.2 there is also a continuous mapping / of   M(X)

and hence of sMiX) into  /3X with f\X = z, it follows that g must be a ho-

meomorphism.

(ii) and (iii) are equivalent, because by a result of Katetov [K], a

space   Y is absolutely closed and Urysohn if and only if its associated space

sY (defined in the same way as above) is compact Hausdorff.

(ii) implies (iv).  Let   q £ M(X)\X, and let  C (sC)  denote the trace fil-

ter of  q in  M(X) (siM(X)).  Since  s/VI(X) is compact, X and  sC are complete-

ly regular, and because  {V   |V  is an open subset of  X\ is a base for sM(X),

e = se.
(iv)  implies (iii).   First let us observe that applying Lemma 3.4 and

Theorem 3.2 (ii), one can easily prove that each trace filter of M(X)  is a

maximal completely regular filter on  X.

Now consider any two points  xy x2 of iM(X).  By (iv)  there exist

open subsets  U. and  V. of X and a continuous mapping /.: X—>[0, l], i =

1, 2, such that:  (a)  for each  i, x. £ V., and /. vanishes on   V.  and equals

1   on   X \U.; and (b)   U.   and   l/?  are disjoint.   It follows from  (a)  and Lem-

ma 3.3(iii) that each  Cl^^.V. C U.. Thus  CI Vx  and  CI V2  are disjoint

closed neighborhoods of x,   and x2, and M(X) is a Urysohn space.

The proof that (iv)  and (v)  are equivalent is straightforward.

The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.5 and 1.1

and the proof of Urysohn's lemma.

Corollary 3.6.  Let  X be an e-compactifiable space having the follow-

ing property: for every pair of regular open sets  U, V such that  V C U, there

exists an open set  W such that  V C W C W C U.   Then f3X = sMiX).

Several well-known examples can be used to show that the converse of

Corollary 3.6 is false.

Example 3.7. Let T denote any one of the regular but not completely

regular spaces in [T],  [Hew, the Arens space], [BS], [S2, §3L or [SI, the

space  X in 1.8], and let  X be the space obtained by removing from  T  the

point(s)  at which  T  fails to be completely regular.  Then   X is completely

regular and Hausdorff and does not satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 3.6,

but lengthly arguments, not too different from ones in [BS] and [J2], show

that (v)  of Theorem 3.5 does hold.

It should be mentioned that in  [H] Hechler proved that several of the
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spaces  T in Example 3.7 are not e-compactifiable. One can also prove that

none of the other spaces  T given is  e-compactifiable.

We conclude by raising the following

Question.  Does there exist an  e-compactifiable space  X for which

sM(X) fails to be compact?

It the answer is no then every  e-compactifiable space is completely

regular, and if the answer is yes then by Theorem 3.5 there are an  e-com-

pactifiable space X and a point p e M(X) for which the  e-compactifiable

space  Xu{p\ is not completely regular.

If T is the space  X(!U) in [SI, 1.8] or one of the regular but not com-

pletely regular spaces in [Jl] or [S2, §4], and if X is the space obtained

by removing the point(s) at which  T is not completely regular, then the

author does not know if sM(X) is compact.
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